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 The Semester 2019 country reports saw a
doubling of environmental references compared
to 2018;

 The Semester 2020 will have a much stronger
environmental dimension, with a dedicated
section on ‘Environmental sustainability’ and
integration of the environment in other sections;

 The survey (December 2019) is meant to share
and analyse the experiences with national
follow-up of the environmental analysis and
recommendations of the European Semester
2019, with a view to mutual learning

 The survey contains 11 questions
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Overall:

 The analysis is based on 14 submitted surveys

 It is clear that Semester analysis (reports) or
CSRs are rarely the sole reason for measures.
Sometimes they only support/nudge what was
already planned nationally
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1. How were analysis and suggestions on circular economy
and/or waste management followed up in your country?
Which concrete measures and investments were decided?

Examples:

 National circular economy plans/frameworks
 Revised national waste legislation
 Green research funds
 Food waste action plan
 Transition agendas drawn up with stakeholders

Member States’ replies to the survey
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2. How were analysis and suggestions on air quality followed
up in your country? Which concrete measures and
investments were decided?

Examples:

 Measures on the economy-transport-air nexus
 National Coal Commission
 National air pollution control programme
 Measures on solid fuel standards
 Measures on ineffective household heating 

devices
 Network of regional air quality managers

Member States’ replies to the survey
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3. How were analysis and suggestions on water management
followed up in your country? Which concrete measures and
investments were decided?

Examples:

 Measures on drought and floods
 Framework for water utility sector
 New flood maps
 Water management investment plan
 New wastewater reuse legislation
 New water and wastewater infrastructure

Member States’ replies to the survey
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4. How were analysis and suggestions on nature/biodiversity
and related climate action followed up in your country?
Which concrete measures and investments were decided?

Examples:

 Earmarked funding for green infrastructure 
projects in national investment plan

 Climate adaptation measures
 Pilot project to promote ecosystem services by 

landowners
 Action plans on just transition of coal region

Member States’ replies to the survey
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5. How were analysis and suggestions on environmental
taxation and/or green public procurement followed up
in your country? Which concrete measures and investments
were decided?

Examples:

 New waste taxation and other environmental 
taxes

 Taxation of transport/mobility
 Improve existing national GPP legislation
 Promotion of voluntary GPP

Member States’ replies to the survey
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6. How were analysis and suggestions on environmental
governance followed up in your country? Which concrete
measures and investments were decided?

Examples:

 Green government Committee
 Green Future Fund
 Green Center in Ministry of Finance
 New environmental policy framework 
 Holistic climate policy action plan
 Project to improve efficiency of environmental 

inspections

Member States’ replies to the survey
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7. Did the environmental themes
mentioned in the Semester
2019 deliverables reflect the
main economically relevant
environmental challenges in
your country?

8. To what extent have environ-
mental considerations been
integrated into your National
Reform Programme (2019)?

Member States’ replies to the survey
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9. How have you made a macro-economic case for including environment 
in your annual (pre-)budget?

Examples:

 Introduction of key performance indicators on 
environment in budget forecast

 Pilot on SDG tagging of ministerial budget
 Annual budget has major section on well-

being with pivotal role for natural capital
 Budget 2019 includes environmental 

investments

Member States’ replies to the survey
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10.How have you made a macro-economic case for including
environment in your National Reform Programme?

Examples:

 Strong EU macro-economic surveillance has 
helped ensuring conditions for environmental 
sustainability

 Climate adaptation, energy efficiency and 
biodiversity in relation to CAP in NRP

 Sustainable transitions have a strong 
international dimension and need innovation 
and capital. SDGs can be used to track 
progress

 Continuation of phasing out environmentally 
harmful subsidies

 Planning to focus more on sustainability in 
NRP 2020

Member States’ replies to the survey
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Member States’ replies to the survey

11.What do you expect further that the Commission (DG ENV) and this
expert group can do to help you in your work on greening the
Semester?
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11.What do you expect further that the Commission (DG ENV) and this
expert group can do to help you in your work on greening the
Semester?

Environmental sustainability and the SDGs

1. Reflect sust. economy better in CSRs and CRs

2. Need joint understanding of SDG inclusion versus ‘greening’; need 
to know how the SDGs will be integrated in the Semester reports.

3. Continue integrate macro-ec. relevant sust. transitions, in particular 
CE, in the Semester. 

4. Discuss new developments and policy relevant research in env
taxation, promoting env-friendly innovation and sust. finance

Member States’ replies to the survey

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SOER2020 shows that EU should reinforce implementation, integration and coherence of environmental policy
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Integrating the European Green Deal (EGD)

1. Implement the elements of the Green Deal (in the Semester). The EGD must 
have an appropriate sustainable investment plan, as attracting the necessary 
investment will be a big challenge.

2. DG ENV & the expert group may have important role on greening the 
Semester; necessary to refresh perspectives in line with the EGD.

3. COM legal proposals (e.g. climate law) must provide very clear transition and 
investment conditions

4. JT Mechanism should be from additional budget; greening Semester needs a 
real inclusive enabling framework, taking into account national 
circumstances, for a just and socially balanced climate transition

Member States’ replies to the survey

11.What do you expect further that the Commission (DG ENV) and this
expert group can do to help you in your work on greening the
Semester?
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Tools and working across silos/sectors
1. Need tools for making the macro-economic case for the env (environmental fiscal 

reform, EHS, social costs of transition to CE)

2. Greening Semester in ENV Council is crucial to ‘counter’ ECOFIN. Nationally: Greening 
Semester is still weak

3. COM could ask ECOFIN members to include the green aspects of EGD in the NRP. MinFin
is the key player to persuade stakeholders to incorporate greening in their reforms.

4. Strengthen cooperation with other COM DGs, incl. those responsible for the Semester, to 
prevent contradictions and incompatibilities in legislation of different sectors

5. Need easy to communicate messages on greening budget and other environmental 
measures contribute to econ growth & improve budget balance, in light of EGD

Member States’ replies to the survey

11.What do you expect further that the Commission (DG ENV) and this
expert group can do to help you in your work on greening the
Semester?
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Some overall reflections, for discussion:

 Should we consider organising a joint expert group meeting (half-
day?) in September with economic & finance Ministries and COM
DGs to stimulate a culture of collaboration?

 The Semester 2020 refocuses on environmental sustainability. This
means that we must now enter in closer collaboration with other
sectors (econ./fin/energy/agric./transport/digital, etc.)

 How can we make the ministries/DGs work together? Are the EGD
and ASGS a strong enough signal for national governments?

 What about nature and biodiversity: how to address this in macro-
economic terms, and what indicators would you recommend us
using?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The idea of a Jumbo Council was already discussed in the context of the June 2019 ENV Council. (CHECK) 
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Thank you for your attention

https://ec.europa.eu/environment/integration/green_semester/expert_group_en.htm
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